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Mba Mbulu

A Word Or 2
“Our own Black nation, the Republic of New Afrika, is Our only Real solution”

The Writing Is Still On The Wall

Studying Ourselves to Death

months, but businessmen lose profits if light bulbs last
a long time. What a death sentence for natural resources, but it’s okay because it maintains the economy.
Employees work for 20 or 30 years, build up a
pension fund and retire. The company they worked
for doesn’t want to pay their pensions so it creates a
company that will take on the responsibility of making
the pension payments, knowing that that company will
go bankrupt in a matter of months. The retired persons stop receiving their pensions, the company they
worked for denies responsibility and all is well.
Capitalists, regardless of the color of their skin, are
ready and willing to kill everything that stands between them and profit.

It was less than 60 years ago that Black Studies courses began entering the educational mainstream in the
USA. I wonder what Black integrationist educators
are going to do when white power tells them they
have to teach Black Studies courses the way white
people want them taught or not teach them at all?
Every Black who would not be a part of a slave
rebellion back then is just as dead as those who did.
Black People will get what they deserve, one way or
the other; so go stand in front of the mirror and get
ready to point your finger.

When Blacks and whites in the United States unite
There are millions of Blacks in the US of A who are
for progress, it’s just a matter of time before the white
very well informed about Black History and other
“liberals” settle their differences with white hardliners, subjects. They know a lot because they research extenabandon Black People, and get on with THEIR lives. sively, read book after book after book, look at educational video after educational video after educational
Blacks are going to suffer like suckers again and find
themselves more vulnerable than ever because they
video, participate in discussion after discussion after
relied on their white “friends” for support instead of discussion, etc. But knowing has never saved any one!
building their own independent power base. All of the
Even worse, it is handicapping Black People because
time, resources and effort African-Americans put into it has become an end in and of itself. We have studied
the abuse and lynching of persons like George Floyd Ourselves into a deeper do nothing mud hole than ever
will be rendered null and void. White justice will give because somebody said “knowledge is power” and We
fell for that crap.
white terrorists a slap on the hand while Black law
abiding persons will be punished more strenuously
than ever. Police brutality was bad before,
The Blacks in Haiti in the 1700s and the Blacks
in Cuba in the 1800s didn’t know as much as
but it’s gonna get worse because cops will be
Blacks know today and didn’t have all of the
even more certain that they can act with impudegrees that Blacks have today, but they knew how
nity because Black protesters will not have proven
themsemves capable of acting independently. to go into action. How revealing it is that, as smart
as We are today, We can’t go into action like uneduCapitalism Is A Cancer That Kills
An engineer said many years ago that his job was to cated slaves did 200 years ago. Toussaint L’Overture
make sure a car part went bad after a certain period of studied for a while and then he and his people went
time. He said it was easy to make a part that would last into action, leading Haiti to independence. Antonio
Maceo studied for a while and then he and his people
a long time, but that was not good for the economy.
went into action, leading Cuba to independence. But
So, someone had to figure out how to make the part
the more precarious Black People get, the more We
stop working sooner than it should have. The same is
study. Could it be that studying excessively is Our
true of hundreds of other products people consume
regularly. A light bulb could last for decades instead of way of placating the conscience of the coward in Us?
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